
From: Umesh Solanki

Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 2:32 PM

To: Jinping McCormick

Cc: Violet Wojtulewicz; Nancy Baran; Lisa Hamlin

Subject: Suspicious Order - logic

Attachments: Suspicious Order Report-082009.doc

Hi Jinping,
Please see the attached that describes the logic for existing Suspicious order report.
Nancy and I had discussed few times to change the logic of this report, but it will require inputs from various people.
Thanks,

Umesh Solanki
IT Manager

Actavis
60 Columbia Rd. Bldg B t +1 973-889-6664 @ USOLANKI@actavis.com
Morristown , NJ 07960 United States w www.actavis.com 
I nternal VoIP number t 1256664

'lease note (that this a-mai l and its attachments are intended for the named addressee only and may contain information that is confidential and privileged. If you
have by coincidence or mistake or without specific authorization received this e-mail and its attachments we request that you notify us immediately that you have
received them in error., uphold strict confidentiality and neither read, copy, nor otherwise make use of their content in any way Please note that the sender of this e-
mai l and its attachments is solely responsible for its content: If it, does not concern the operations of Actavis Group or its subsidiaries.
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Suspicious Order Report:

At the beginning of each month, the program looks back over last month's invoices for regular
sales transaction (Memo items are skipped).

All the quantities ordered and a count of the number of lines are totaled and saved on
MONTHLY basis by customer / part combination.

Overall, system stores the LAST 6 months of data( Ordered Qty, Total Lines) . The totals of each
for the past 6 months (rolling) are added up and an average is computed by dividing the 6 month
qty ord / 6 month line count.

This is your "customer item average".

New sales orders are considered suspicious if the qty ordered is more than 1.25 * the customer
average (ie., more than 25% over average).

Examples:
if you order 1,000 once a month, your average is 1,000
if you order 10 times a month, 100 units each time, your average is 100.

Note : If no average data exists for the customer/part combination, "First time purchase" info is
displayed on the report.

The program also has provision where the variable %age can be setup in the generalized
code master for different items.

If the item exceeds the variable setup percentage, the sales order is put ON HOLD by
assigning the action status field of sales order as "CS".
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